
     

Liberating Structures Cheat Sheet 

20+ ADDITIONAL LIBERATING STRUCTURES available at www.LiberatingStructures.com  

Adapted from the work of Keith McCandless + Henri Lipmanowicz 
 

1-2-4-ALL (12 minutes) 
Purpose: Engage Everyone Simultaneously in Generating Questions, Ideas, and Suggestions 

A leader posts a shared challenge, framed as a question, to gather the whole group’s insights. What opportunities 
do you see for making progress on this challenge? What actions would you recommend? 

TIME ALLOMENT ACTION 

1 minute  All participants silently reflect and take their own notes. 

2 minutes In pairs, share and build on one another’s silent reflections. 

4 minutes In foursomes, share and develop ideas. Notice similarities and differences.  

5 minutes Small group representatives share one idea at a time from their conversation. 

Tips: The leader records unique ideas from the groups. Stick to precise timing. Encourage groups not to repeat 
insights from others. Limit the number of shared ideas to three or four. Separate and protect generation of ideas 
from the whole group discussion, one topic at a time. Do a second round if needed.  
  

CELEBRITY INTERVIEW (35-60 minutes) 
Purpose: Reconnect Leaders and Experts with the People Closest to the Challenge at Hand 

Enable large groups to connect with an expert’s honest experiences rather than their formal reports, and address 
the sticky questions on people’s minds in a casual “talk show” format.  

TIME ALLOMENT ACTION 

3 minutes  Interviewer welcomes and introduces “celebrity” and topic for discussion. 

15-30 minutes 
Interviewer asks questions the audience would be expected to ask – both humor 

and gravity are appropriate. 

5-10 minutes 
Invite participants to generate questions in a 1-2-4 conversation (see above) and 

then submit them to the interviewer on 3x5 cards. 

5-10 minutes Interviewer reviews cards, looks for patterns, asks additional questions of celebrity. 

1 minute Closing: Interviewer makes closing comments and thanks the celebrity. 

 

WHAT, SO WHAT, NOW WHAT? (45 minutes) 

Purpose: Together, Look Back on Progress to Date, and Decide What Adjustments Are Needed 

Reflect on a shared experience in stages, collecting facts and making sense of them as a group to minimize the 
misunderstandings that fuel disagreements about what to do next.  

• 1 minute: Participants reflect individually and take their own notes.  
o Round 1: What happened? What did you notice, what facts or observations stood out? Can be 

paired with an intro to a topic or short team debriefs to get everyone educated. 

• 5 minutes: Share and develop ideas in groups. Notice similarities and differences. 

• 5 minutes: In small groups, share one idea that stood out in your conversation. Leader intervenes quickly 
and clearly when someone jumps up the Ladder of Inference. 

• Repeat full cycle above for Round 2: So what? Why is that important? What patterns or conclusions are 
emerging? What hypotheses can you make? 

• Repeat full cycle above for Round 3: Now what? What actions make sense based on our shared 
understanding? 

http://www.liberatingstructures.com/
https://www.extension.harvard.edu/professional-development/blog/solving-problem-problem-solving-meetings

